
by several evolutionary biologists fightmg against 
creationists. Instead. It seems valuable to clarify 
now ‘emergenr propertles’ or mechanisms of 
‘self-organization’ can be accommodated with the 
process of natural selection. Over recent years, 
several studies have attempted to explain how 
interactions between large numbers of relatively 
simple entitles can lead to collective patterns of 
behavlour of conslderable sophlsttcatlon and 
flexibility. 

In social insects, models of self-organization 
have been used, for example, in an attempt to 
explain patterns of division of labour and how 
workers construct their nest>. However, these 
models only provide proximate explanations of 
behaviour? whether or not a complex behaviour 
generated by self-organization will be imaintained 
will ulti,nately depend on the outcome of natural 
sele0ion. If a behaviour, be it generated by 
self-organization or not. decreases the inclusive 
fitness of colony members, It will not be 
Imaintained over evoluttonary time. Of course 
‘self-organized’ behaviour could be assoclnted 
with constraints, thus possibly leading to 
non-optimal behaviour. However, such constraint!; 
are much the same as genetlc. developmental 
and physiological constramts and mllst be treated 
In the same way when studying the evolution of 
phenotypes and behaviourj. 

Hence, it is wrong to believe that complex and 
collective properties of insect societies stemmmg 
from elementary principles of self-organization 
da not require selective explanations. 
Self-organization, just as any other developmental 
and mechanistic explanations are 
complementary, not alternatwe. to selective 
explanations for the occurrence of traits such as 
division of labour and complex systems Even if 
features of insect societies result from 
elementary principles of self-orgamration, this by 
no means eliminates the hyoothesls that natural 
selechon has created ancl/or enhanced the very 
abiltty to self-organizeA. Moreover. naturn! 
selection will sort among alternatwe modes of 
self organizatIoni, eventually leading to tile 
spread and fixation of the must elflclent 
alternative. 

The two criticisms of kin seiectlon raised by 
Goodwin and Harding also merit some comments. 
The first criticism is that increasingly subtle 
hypotheses are needed to save kin selectlon 
theory in the face of apparently contradictory 
evidence. This assertion is not true. Therr IS now 
plenty of evidence that kin selection is a prevalent 
selective force shapmg animal societies (e.g. 
Refs 4-6). Indeed. kin selection is the only 
explanation accounting for the evolution of 
eusociality In insects and the ero!utron of s:cr;!e 
workers2 7 Moreover. it 15 mistaken to believe 
that the lack of within-group kin discrimination 
(the main topic of my review) is evidence 
contradicting kin selection theory For example, 
even if honey bees truly lack wlthln.colony kin 
discrinimatlon (szy. in queen rearlngi. 11 ts still the 
case that, on average, workers help relatives. 

Second, Goodwin and I-larding claini that it IS 
increasingly difficult io test. kin-selectlon 
predictions. This. again IS inaccurate, as Inany of 
the hypothess:: :?at I nientioned are amenable to 
experimental tests. Incidentally. some of the best 
evidence for kin selection comes from recent 
studies (e.g. Refs 8-12). 

In conclusion, it is certainly possible that 
self-organization models may turn out to be 

useful in explaining some sophisticated behavlour 
in animal Societies. Howevei. the% models are 
not alternatives to natural and/or kin selection. 
They only provide proximate explanations; 
ultimately, sl?lf-organization mechanism5 are 
under the control of natural sete,%on. 
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In an interesting and Insightful commcntaly on the 
work b; Fleckerl on ecosystem engineering 5y the 
detntlvorous fisn. Prochilorfus manae in a South 
Ametican stream, Mary Power: stated that she 
‘. .would prefer the use of a more value ne,ltral 

term like ‘habitat modification’ for suc#i an effect. 
which IS more likely to be incldental to feed<@ 
reserving ‘ecological enginecnng’ for 513ccti I 
cases of habitat modification that he furthei down 
tile axis ot purposeful intent (e.g. constructi3ri of 
dams by beavers). While we recognize that 
‘[slemantlc quibbles over buzzwords’i were not the 
primary locus of her article. we would like to take 
155ue with this statement. 

F,rst. OUI definition of ecosystem enginee ~ng 
IS not value lader,. ano does riot Imp:y iill~rl' 
Whether or not humans perceive intent wticr an 
organlsln (such as a beaver or a human! ph! (:l!,:l!!, 
modifies the environment 15 not a scientific Issue. 
It becolnes the subject of scientific enquiry if 
questions are asked about leedbacks to the 
engineer. Engineering does not require a 
feedback, even though this often occurs. ‘We made 
the expltclt distinction3 between efigineering that 
affects the fitness of the engineer (‘extended 
phenotype engineering’; e.g. the effect of a beaver 

dam on beaver) - which IS tihat WP construe Power 
[meant by purpose - and ‘accidental engineencg’ 
(e.g. a Cow hoot print that probably has no 
feedback effects on the cow). 

Second, the tern! ‘habitat moolficatton’. if used 
to imean either a process or an outcome, is a 
muci; broader term, thar! ecosystem en&ineenng by 
orgamsms. Fcr example, habitats are often 
~mod~fied bj abiotic forces. We see little point in 
being less precise when precise terms exist. It is 
also wort’n noting that our definition3 considers 
engineering to be a process, and thus any habitat 
modification/maintenance/creation/destruction 
that occurs is an outcome. 

Last. while we did ‘coin the term’2 ecosystem 
engineering. adding new ‘buzzwords’ to the 
ecologica lexicon was certainly not our primary 
purpose. Many of the inteiestmg questions abour 
the effects of species in ecosystems that were 
discussed by Power, were also the focus of our 
papers. Askmg and answentig tnterestmg arId 
tmportant ecologlcal questions is the pnn-ary 
purpose of our science. However, sinl:e many 
areas of ecology do not yet use unambgdous 
formal language (unlike the equalron<; and 
torrnulas of rnathematlclans. plhystcrsts and 
rhPlnis+z/, we [must pay p;lrt cular nlientiori to 
terminology. After all, we cannot have scle%ifically 
meanlngfui dialogue unless we first agree on the 
definition of what we are studytng. 
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Chapman & Hall 

I can’t resist oftering the defmttlons of engineer 
(noun and verb) that do suggest pur2oseiul intent. 
from Webster’s Unabri&ed(1989). p. 473: 

en@rleer. a person versed III the de%@. 
construction. and use of engines or machlnes 

a skillful manager, as In a polibcal engfneer ,. 

to arrange, manage. or carry !hro@ by si(IIlful or 


